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What We Are
Learning

Upcoming Events
9/4 & 9/5: Preschool Orientation Days
9/6 & 9/7: 1st Regular Day of Preschool
9/10: Lunch Bunch Begins this Week
9/12 & 9/13: Pizza with the Pastors
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Each month we will focus on specific letters,
numbers, shapes and colors. This month
features:
• letters: Aa, Ll, Ff,
• numbers: 1,2
• shape: Square
• colors: red, yellow, blue

It9/19
Looks
Like Play………
& 9/20: Science Smokes A Risin’

Our main themes include learning about
school routines and manners, getting to know
each other, examining our 5 senses, safety
and fire fighters, and seasonal topics like
apples, trees, flowers, and the changes of the
season into fall.

• Increases
interest in learning to read
5-7pm
• Enjoys good literature and illustrations
• Increases vocabulary
Letters and Literacy:
• •Practices
language skills
Using child size scissors cut a particular letter (see
• Learns
ideas
and
them toor magazines
letternew
of the
week
list)relates
from newspaper

Bible stories will be read, discussed, worked
on and sent home weekly to add to our bible
storybooks. This month our stories focus on
how awesome and amazing our God is; that
God loves us and that we have a friend in
Jesus.

When looking at books and listening
9/19: Parent Ed “Stranger Danger”
to stories, a child:
9/22: Walkathon on Highline Canal
• Learns that pictures help tell stories
9/25 & 9/26:
Fire Safety
Talk is
with Fire Department
• Becomes
aware
that there
meaning in

9/27: Parent Ed Anxiety & Attachment Parenting
print
9/29: Busy Bee Reunion Celebration and Potluck

Home Fun

previous
experiences
• Parent
writes a letter really big & child glues items
onto
letter
• Will begin to recognize and read familiar
words,
own name!)
Math (esp.
Concepts:
Count the
number of windows in your house,
• •Exercises
imagination
parent helps child write the numeral
• Begins
to develop the understanding of the

• Count the
total number
ofand
toesprint,
in yourletters,
family,
relationship
between
words
parent helps child write the number
and sound
Motor Skills:
• Fine
Learns to follow the development of
• Parent
draws
lines,
curvy,
straight, child
thoughts
and
ideas
in some
the plot
ofsome
a story.
cuts on lines

•

String cheerios, fruit loops (whatever you have on
hand) onto yarn or thick thread

